Name________________________________Vocabulary Test  Watermelon Day

Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. _____ beneath
   A. shone
   B. had many small folds
   C. got down on knees
   D. under
   E. tight or cozy
   F. a running contest in which team members take turns running

2. _____ knelt
   A. shone
   B. had many small folds
   C. got down on knees
   D. under
   E. tight or cozy
   F. a running contest in which team members take turns running

3. _____ relay race
   A. shone
   B. had many small folds
   C. got down on knees
   D. under
   E. tight or cozy
   F. a running contest in which team members take turns running

4. _____ shimmered
   A. shone
   B. had many small folds
   C. got down on knees
   D. under
   E. tight or cozy
   F. a running contest in which team members take turns running

5. _____ snug
   A. shone
   B. had many small folds
   C. got down on knees
   D. under
   E. tight or cozy
   F. a running contest in which team members take turns running

6. _____ wrinkled
   A. shone
   B. had many small folds
   C. got down on knees
   D. under
   E. tight or cozy
   F. a running contest in which team members take turns running

Directions: Circle the word that best completes each sentence and write it on the line.

7. The watermelons were still hiding _________________ their mama's fuzzy leaves.
   A. snug       B. shimmered  C. beneath

8. _________________ and apple-bobbing were done on “A Watermelon Day.”
   A. Wrinkled     B. Relay races        C. Knelt

9. The small watermelon was round and _________________ in the sand.
   A. snug       B. beneath    C. knelt

10. Jesse _________________ beside her watermelon.
    A. beneath       B. knelt   C. wrinkled

11. It was such a hot day the air _________________ up like an unironed shirt.
    A. relay race        B. nearby   C. wrinkled

12. The lake _________________ as the sun went down.
    A. shimmered       B. orchard    C. beneath